**Route Description**

**By car:**
- Arrival from north/south of Germany via motorway A1 or A27
- Coming from A1, exit at junction “Bremer Kreuz” to A27 in the direction “Bremerhaven”
- A27, exit 19 “Horn-Lehe/Universität” in the direction “Universität”
- Turn right at the first traffic light into “Hochschulring”
- After 200 m turn right into “Linzere Str.”
- Reach “Linzere Str. 4” after 150 m to the left

The building entrance (Linzere Str. 4) is not very easy to find. For this, you cross the parking lot (behind company swoooop) to the end along the company. Our building is located behind it. You will find us on the ground floor on the left.

**By public transport (Central Station or Bremen Airport)**
- Outside the Airport or in front of the main station (tram platform E) take the tram line 6 in the direction to “Universität” either
  - to final stop “Universität-Nord”, follow the road “Hochschulring” in the direction to the drop tower and on to “Linzere Str. 4” or
  - to tram stop “Universität Zentralbereich” and next take the bus line 22 or 31 to bus stop “Linzere Str.”